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UNITED STATES PATENT’ OFFICE. 
KALIL KABA-JOSEPHyOF PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 

mrrnon or movarme cno'rmo. 

1T0 Drawing. 

My invention'relates to the renovating of 
clothing, more particularly woolen clothing, 
and one object. of my invention is to restore 
to ‘the clothing, after'a cleaning operation, 
(or operations) the color and lustre of the 
original fabric. , _ 
A further object of my inventlon is to 

provide an improved process of cleaning and 
renovating woolen clothing whereby, after 
complete cleansing ‘has been effected, the 
color and lustre possessed by the. fabric, of 
which such ‘clothing is made~ is completely 
restored. 

_ The usual- practice in the cleansin of gar 
ments, woolen clothing, and the' li e, is to 
wash them in a solution of son and water, 
a? treatment which may prece e or follow 
a bath in gasoline or other solvent; such 
hydrocarbon bath being designed toremove 
larger grease spots or those of longer stand 
ing, or the cleansing operation may be con 
ducted solely with a hydrocarbon solvent; 
gasoline being the solvent most frequently’ 
employed. _ 
In all prior methods of cleaning, whether 

the washing operation referred to, or the 
so~called method or process of vdry-cleaning, 
which has been employed for many‘ years 
the appearance and color of the fabric 0 
the clothin has been deadened by such 
washing and/or, cleaning operation, and the 
application and subsequent removal of the 
hydrocarbon spirit or solvent employed, and 
clothing cleaned by such methods never re 
sents the appearance of the original fa ric. 

I have noted this condition and defect 
for many years and as a result of many 
‘experiments whiclr'I have carried on the 
method of renovating clothing, articu arly 
woolen clothing, formin the su ject of m 
invention has been deve?iped and perfect . 
In ca ' g out my improved process or 

method 0 renovating clothing, the garments 
are ‘preferably washed in a solution of a 
mild or neutral soap and water to remove 
all dirtand stains, and following this wash 
in operation, ‘the garments are carefull 
dried and, if desired, any portions which 
have vgleveloped'undue folds and creases may 
be Following the drying‘ of the 
clot ing after the washing operation‘, I place 
them in’ a bath of hydrocarbon solvent, 
usually gasoline, where 
and accompanying dirt not removed by the 
washing-operation, and any traces of. the 

y all grease ' spots 
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soapy solution, may be completely removed; 
The excess gasoline or other ~solvent body 
employed is then removedv and the garment 
allowed to dryand free itself of all traces 
of- the gasoline and/or other cleaning spirit. 

I then prepare a bath for the reception 
of the washedv and dried garments,awhich 
bath is made up of gasoline or other suitable 
solvent and lanolin, (Wool oil) in-the pro 
portion of approximately one ounce of lano 
lin to one quart of gasoline or othersolvent; 
both ingredients bein employed in such 
quantities as to provi e a bath su?icient in 
volume to treat the‘ garments thoroughl . 
and insure that all parts of the same sha-l 
receive this solution in ual proportions. 
The lanolin must be comp etely in solution 
in the gasoline or other hydrocarbon solvent 
employed, a solution preferabl effected in 
the presence ‘of heat,’ and the mixture should 
be entirely homogenous so that all rtions 
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of the‘ same contain the respective mgredi- ‘ 
ents'in the proportions indicated. 
In the bath so pre ared, the garments to 

be treated, are di'ppe and after dippin for. 
the desired length 0 time, they sho d be 
squeezed for the 
excess solution an ,_ if desired, they may be 
dipped a in, so as to insure an even appli 
cation 0 the treating bath conta' i g the 
lanolin, and complete permeation. of t -s me 

urpose of removing the 

to all parts of the garment' After his - 
treatment has been thoroughly applied, the 
garments _ are removed from the bath, 
squeezed,_1f 0'. '..:»:r to remove GXCGSS 0f 
the treating liquid, and then hung up to 
dry; preferabl ' being aired so as to remove 
all- traces of 

drgcvailrbonhsolve?l h en t orou t e rments ma 
be pressed in the uysuai-ymannegand in and 
?nal conditionthey will have the color and 

or due to the use of the hy- 4 

lustre of the original fabric and the appear- > 
ance of a new garment rather ‘than one that 
has been merely~ cleaned in the old manner. 
“An important feature of m improved 

method or process resides in tlie fact that 
when woolen clothing is treated inaccord 
ance therewith, it is water resistant; that is 
to say, it will shed water and except under 
conditions of greatest stress, is substantially 
water roof. 

- While I have referred ‘ articularly to the 
treatment of woolen clot ing, it is obvious 
that hangings, curtains, and other woolen 
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fabrics may be treated in the same manner‘ 
‘ and with the same result. 
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I claim: _ 

1. The method or process of renovating 
clothing, which comprises washing the same 
in an aqueous solution of soap to remove 
stains and dirt, dipping such washed cloth 
ing in aybath consisting of a hydrocarbon 
solvent to remove grease spots, and ?nally 
treating such clothing with a non-aqueous 
solution containing lanolin. 

2. The method or process of renovating 
clothing, which comprises washing the same 
in a solution of soap and water, treating 
such washed clothing with a hydrocarbon 
solvent, drying such clothing, and ?nally 
treating the same in a bath consistingv of a 
solution of lanolin and a hydrocarbon sol 
Vent. _ - 

3. The method or process of renovating 
woolen clothing, which comprises washing 
the same in a solution of a neutral soap and 
hot water to remove dirt and stains, treating 
such washed clothing with a hydrocarbon 
solvent to remove grease spots and insure 
?nal removal of dirt accompanying such 
grease spots, and then treating such clothing 
in a bath comprising a non-aqueous solu 
tion containing lanolin. - 

4. The method or process of renovating 
woolen clothing, which comprises washing the 
same in a solution of a neutral soap and hot 
water to remove dirt and stains, drying such 
clothing, treating such washed clothing with 
a hydrocarbon solvent to remove greasespots 
and insure ?nal removal of dirt accompany~ I 
ing such grease spots, removing such solvent 
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and substantially drying the treated cloth 
ing, treating such clothing in a, bath com 
prising a non-aqueous solution containing 
lanolin, and ?nally drying such clothing. 

5. The method or process of renovating 
woolen clothing, which comprises washing 
the same in a solution of a neutral soap and 
hot water to remove dirt and stains, treating 
such washed clothing with a hydrocarbon 
solvent to remove grease spots and insure 
?nal removal of dirt accompanying such 
grease spots and any soapy residue from 
the washing operation, removing suchsol- > 
vent and any foreign material accompany~ 
ing the same, and then dipping the same in 
a bath comprising a solution of lanolin and 
a hydrocarbon solvent. 

(5. The method or process’ of renovating 
woolen clothing, which comprises washing 
the same in a solution of a neutral soap and 
hot water to remove dirt and stains, drying 
the same, treating such washed clothing 
with a hydrocarbon solvent to remove grease ' 
spots and insure ?nal removal of dirt ac 

_ coinpanying such grease spots and ‘any soapy 
residue from the washing operation, remov 
ing such solvent and any foreign material 
accompanying the same, substantially dry 
ing out the treated clothing, then dipping 
the same in a bath comprising a solution of 
lanolin and a hydrocarbon solvent, and 
?nally drying and pressing such renovated 
clothing. 

In witness whereof I have signed lllis 
speci?cation. 

KALIL KARA-JOSEPH. 
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